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How does it
work?

What is
RevisionID?
RevisionID is simply the best way to ensure a
document that is being reviewed is the most recent.
The cloud-based RevisionID Subscription service
helps you keep track of revisions / amendments to
drawings, manuals, instructions, brochures,
reports, MSDS, and documents of all kinds.

Authorised users log into the RevisionID Portal and
maintain basic information about their documents.
No ﬁles are actually stored in RevisionID.
A unique QR2id Code is generated for each new
revision, and this can easily be incorporated into
the document for printing and distribution.

Obsolete
Documents?

Scan to check
current revision
A quick scan of the QR2id Code on the document will
conﬁrm whether or not the document being
reviewed is the most recent.
If the recipient doesn’t have a QR Scanning App on
their smart phone or tablet, they can simply enter
the Serial Number at the QR2id.com website.

Obsolete revisions are immediately identiﬁable by
the icon and colour of the background displayed on
scanning (Scan the code above for an example).
Subject to some settings within RevisionID for the
document concerned, instructions on accessing the
current revision can be sent via email.

How do I get
an account?
RevisionID is an extremely cost-effective
subscription service. No account is needed at any
time to check the revision of a document.
Contact the RevisionID support team to arrange a
free 30 day trial for your company/organisation.

Are there other
uses for QR2id?
The QR2id Service can enhance efﬁciency and
simplify record keeping for an extremely wide
range of tasks. Scanning the QR2id Code can provide
controlled and contextually relevant access to
work-ﬂows, checklists, and information.
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